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Missing Children 

How Milton Keynes Council are using 
Fibonacci’s fSeries for tracking  

and reporting of Missing Children. 
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fSeries, From Fibonacci, brings data together in one 

system with full control over security, data access, 

content and design. 

 

It’s made up of four main elements: 

 

 fData 

fData is the backbone that gathers information, 

pulling together everything you need to know on 

a subject, making sure you’re allowed to see it 

and recording who’s seen it if it’s critical. 

 

 fPanels 

fPanels delivers information gathered using fData 

to users on-screen so they can study and 

interrogate further; designed by you to meet 

precisely your organization’s needs. fPanels 

screenshots are shown throughout this document. 

 

 fDocs 

fDocs generates documents designed by you using 

just word processing skills; quality 

documents precisely for your needs. The data 

included in your documents is gathered using 

fData. Reports can be generated in Microsoft  

Word, Microsoft Excel, PDF format and more. 

 

 fRemote 

fRemote provides a link between your 

organisation and other fSeries organisations, 

passing information safely, securely and with 

precise control over who can ask and what you 

want to share with them. fRemote has been used 

to share information between social care and NHS 

departments. 

WHAT IS fSERIES? 

Time is of the essence.. 
WHY WE HELPED CREATE THE MISSING CHILDREN TRACKER 

The ability to locate missing children quickly and track patterns of behaviour is of 

the utmost importance to social care teams. However information can be held 

across a number of systems and can be difficult and time consuming to put 

together to get the best picture possible. This is time that can be spent more 

effectively. 

Fibonacci and Milton Keynes Council have worked together to create a missing 

children tracker, allowing social workers to view incidents, filter across a variety 

of criteria, and note patterns of behaviour. 

Get the full picture. 
SIMPLE, POWERFUL AND EFFECTIVE 

End users only require a web browser to access the system. Users can either 

open it directly and search for a client or link to it from their own application. 

fSeries takes care of connecting the client across the different 

systems to provide relevant fields alongside each other, allowing the user to 

search and filter across different data sources. 

fSeries also allows the user to drill down back into the relevant source system to 

obtain more data, or into another set of fSeries presentations. For example, once 

a person is highlighted, users at Milton Keynes can be taken into the fSeries 

Single View, providing an overall view of information about a person from many 

different systems. 

The Full Missing Children List shows all incidents within a specified date range, the total number of 

incidents, those around a looked after child, number of interviews offered and completed, and a 

ranking of most missing children. The list can be re-sorted, and exported into Microsoft Excel. 

Clicking on an incident shows further information on the right hand side of the screen. 



YOUR DATA WHERE YOU NEED IT 

Laying out presentations and printed 

reports has been designed to be as 

easy as possible. Panels and fields can 

be dragged and dropped around the 

screen, and our report design tool is an 

add-on for Microsoft Word, giving you 

all the flexibility of Word with the 

power of fSeries. 

WHAT INFRASTRUCTURE DO I NEED? 

fSeries is based on Microsoft .NET 

technology and requires a Windows 

server running IIS7 or above. We 

recommend Microsoft Server 2008 or 

above; our full set of technical 

requirements can be found on our 

help site: https://help.fibonacci.co.uk 

SPLICE-AND-DICE RANKED FILTERING. SORTABLE AND EXPORTABLE. 

One of the most powerful elements of the Missing Children tracker comes from 

fSeries’ ability to allow in-browser filtering and sorting. Having searched for 

missing children incidents within a date range, users can view ranked lists show-

ing incidents by individual, ethnicity, gender, age, locality, school name, and SEN 

stage. While the main bulk of incident information comes from Liquidlogic LCS, 

the school and SEN information is linked from Capita ONE. In fact any piece of 

information about someone can be pulled in from a linked system and added 

into the mix and can act as a filter. 

Clicking on any option in a list filters the matches found, and filters can be 

combined, for example showing all males from a particular school, or ethnicities 

in a particular locality. 
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SECURE AND AUDITABLE 

Data security is built into the system 

and this can extend all the way to role 

based (RBAC) or attribute based 

(ABAC) access control. Audit Logging 

functionality allows managers to 

record and audit use of the system. 

Other than user audit information no 

client information is retained; fSeries is 

a read-only application. 

The Patterns screen allows a user to pick an incident and show all other incidents on the same date. 

The name, location missing from and location found are shown, allowing social 

workers a quick way to see children who may tend to go missing together and are found at the same 

location or, as in the above case, found at neighbouring locations. 

All trademarks are acknowledged as belonging to their respective owners. 

Fibonacci has no connection nor any association with Microsoft, Liquidlogic, or Capita plc. 



Fibonacci was created to bring a range of innovative add-on 

technologies to the business applications world. By blending 

existing and new technologies together we create a range of ways 

in which customers can drive business improvements through 

focused software deployments. 

We began working with local authorities in 2007 to help social 

workers get the data they needed to see in one place, and to 

create well designed outputs that show the important information 

they need, where they need it on the page. 

Just as important is our approach to customer service. It means a 

lot to us for our customers to get as much as they can out of 

fSeries and at the same time listen to what they tell us to get it 

better and better all the time. 

Fibonacci is proud to be located at the state-of-the-art £4.2m 

Silverstone Innovation Centre opened in 2005 and based at the 

Silverstone racing circuit. The centre holds up to 40 high 

performance engineering and growing companies, and is a hub of 

entrepreneurial activity in the area. 

About Us 
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Silverstone Innovation Centre 
Silverstone Circuit, Northamptonshire 

t: 01327 856235 
e: enquiries@fibonacci.co.uk 

http://www.fibonacci.co.uk 

 


